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About Our Company
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Abrar Technical Systems Technologies is a system integration providing

Audio Visual, Stage Engineering, IT Network and Storage, IoT, and Security

Systems in terms of innovative and creative Design, Consultation,

Implementation, Training, and Support.

The core strength of company lies in its skilled a team of professionals who

have on an average 15 years of hardcore technical experience in successfully 

providing solutions to Hotels, Malls, Hospitals, Governments, Museums

Airports,  University, Embassies, Petrochemical and Sea Ports in United Arab

Emirates.

ABRAR" headquartered in Abu Dhabi, U.A.E. Abrar is a company at the

forefront of digital technology solutions & services for businesses and

establishments.

Customer-focused in terms of creating value innovative solutions to meet

their business goals and budget.

Helping our customers to achieve their workplace digital transformation.
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Our Vision

Vision

Our vision is to create robust and

interconnected technical ecosystems that

empower businesses to adapt and thrive in a

rapidly evolving digital landscape.
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Vision

Determination, to deliver value AV/ICT digital

technology solutions to our customers.
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Vision

We aspire to be at the forefront of

developing cutting-edge solutions that

address complex challenges, providing

organizations with the tools they need to stay

competitive and resilient.
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100%
Our Project
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Our Mission
Mission

Our mission is to push the boundaries
of technology, systems that Creating
cutting-edge enhance efficiency and
productivity.
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Mission

With a commitment to sustainability,

we aim to develop solutions that

minimize environmental impact and

contribute to a more sustainable

future.
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Mission

We strive to deliver tailored solutions that

meet the unique needs of our clients,

ensuring seamless integration and optimal

performance.
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Mission

We are dedicated to providing innovative

and reliable solutions for complex

engineering challenges.
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Our Project

Project

Project involves designing, implementing, and

maintaining complex technological solutions to address

specific business or organizational needs. This includes

hardware, software, networks, and other components

that work together to achieve a desired outcome. The

project typically follows a structured approach, including

requirements analysis, system design, development,

testing, and deployment.
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Project

The goal is to create efficient, reliable, and scalable

systems that enhance overall productivity and

functionality while meeting user requirements and

industry standards. Ongoing maintenance and support

are integral parts of the project lifecycle to ensure

optimal system performance and adaptability to evolving

needs.
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Our Facilities

Facilities 01

Technical Systems Facilities are

designed to house and support

critical technology infrastructure,

including servers, data storage,

and networking equipment.

Facilities 02

These facilities often employ advanced

security measures, such as biometric

access controls, surveillance systems,

and secure entry points to safeguard

sensitive information.

Facilities 03

Facilities incorporate remote
monitoring tools to allow
administrators to oversee the
facility's health and address
issues proactively, even from a
distance.

ensures seamless communication

between different components and

systems within the facility.

Facilities 04

Robust connectivity infrastructure
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Hospitality & Home Automation

GRMS

Home Automation & IoT Smart Infra  

Home Theater & Cinemas  

Ballrooms

Our Products & Services
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Support & Services

Consulting and Design Services  

Project Management

SLA Service Level Agreement  

AV As a Service

ICT Infrastructure Systems

Structured Cabling Systems.

Cloud and Edge Networking and Computing  

Data Network Switching, Wireless, IPT, IPS… 

Servers, Storage, and PCs

Cloud Data Centers Design and build

IoT Sensors and services

Audio Visual Systems

Smart & Interactives System  

Digital Signage

Broadcast Infrastructures 

Command & Control Centers  

LED & LCD Video Walls

ELV Systems

CCTV System  

Access Control System 

Bollard and Gate Barriers  

Audio & Video Intercom

Call & Room Booking System  

H.Homeland Security Systems
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Our Portfolio

About portfolio

Abrar Company's Technical Systems portfolio showcases its

expertise in developing and implementing advanced

technological solutions. The portfolio highlights the

company's proficiency in designing and integrating cutting-

edge systems across various industries. From robust

cybersecurity measures to efficient data management

solutions, Abrar Company's portfolio demonstrates a

commitment to enhancing organizational efficiency and

security. The inclusion of innovative hardware and software

solutions further illustrates the company's capability to

provide comprehensive technical support. Clients can trust

Abrar Company to deliver tailored and reliable technical

systems that meet the evolving needs of their businesses.
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Our Contact

+971-506284363

www.abrar.ae 

info@abrar.ae

Abu Dhabi, UAE

For Technical Systems inquiries, please contact us at Abrar

Company, located in Abu Dhabi, UAE. Our dedicated team is

ready to assist you with any questions or support you may

need regarding our technical systems. Feel free to reach out via

phone or email, and we'll ensure a prompt and efficient

response to meet your requirements. Thank you for choosing

Abrar Company for your technical solutions in Abu Dhabi.
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Thank You

Abrar Technical System Company in Abu Dhabi, UAE,

specializes in technical systems solutions. With a focus

on cutting-edge technologies, they offer a range of

services, including system design, implementation, and

maintenance. Known for their expertise in the field,

Abrar Technical System Company is committed to

providing innovative and reliable solutions to meet the

evolving needs of their clients.

Located in the thriving business hub of Abu Dhabi,

they play a vital role in supporting the region's

technological advancements. As a trusted partner,

Abrar Technical System Company continues to

contribute to the success and growth of businesses in

the UAE.
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